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Nelegální přistěhovalci volí v Coloradu demokraty
realrawnews.com/2022/11/illegal-immigrants-vote-democrat-in-colorado
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Nelegální imigranti v Coloradu používali podvodné státní identifikační karty, aby volili demokraty v

pololetních volbách v roce 2022, uvedl zdroj z kybernetického velitelství americké armády, který analyzuje

podezřelé výsledky voleb.

Kybernetické velení, řekl, dospělo k tomuto závěru poté, co si prohlédlo záběry ze sledování volebních

stanic a požádalo o pomoc místní donucovací orgány sympatizující s hnutím White Hat. Ve středu Cyber   

Command zkontrolovala videa pořízená ve třech volebních místnostech v Pueblo County, Colorado. Každý

vypadal, že ukazuje stejného nápadně oblečeného hispánského muže ve věku kolem 30 let, který vyplňuje

hlasovací lístky. V každém případě muž před hlasováním předložil volebním úředníkům průkaz totožnosti.

„Nejdřív jsme nevěděli, že je ilegální a jeho rasu jsme uhodli na základě videa. Na sobě měl kovbojský

klobouk, velmi hlasitou fialovou košili s knoflíky, džíny a žluté tenisky. Pouze jedno z videí bylo barevné,

ale byl to stejný chlapík a nebyl příliš barevně sladěn. K potvrzení jsme použili software pro rozpoznávání

chůze,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Kybernetické velitelství, pokračoval, oslovilo zástupce šerifa okresu Pueblo, příslušníka námořní pěchoty,

který bojoval v Iráku a Afghánistánu, a vysvětlilo mu, že má důvod se domnívat, že v jeho kraji došlo k

podvodu s voliči. Video bylo zasláno e-mailem zástupci, který si stěžoval na zákony o registraci voličů v

Coloradu – Colorado je neobvyklé v tom, že umožňuje lidem zaregistrovat se k volbám v den voleb – a

uvedl, že kvůli silné hispánské populaci v okrese bude téměř nemožné ho najít. Zástupce poznamenal, že

záběry byly příliš zrnité, než aby bylo možné zjistit jména a adresy na mužových identifikačních kartách.

Řekl však Cyber   Command, že udělá, co bude v jeho silách, aby pomohl.

Náš zdroj z Cyber   Command zástupce nejmenoval, ale řekl: "Nenechte se mýlit, máme spojence v místním

vymáhání práva po celé zemi."
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Dodal, že to byl poslanec, kdo zvažoval možnost, že neznámý volič byl ilegálním imigrantem, protože

mnoho okresních útulků pro bezdomovce bylo přeplněno ilegály, do kterých zločinecký Bidenův režim

autobusy přivezl z míst, jako je Eagle Pass, Texas a Nogales, Arizona.

Zástupce se údajně rozhodl ve středu odpoledne navštívit denní přístřešky a penziony a čirým štěstím

narazil na Hispánce, který měl na sobě žluté běžecké boty Under Armour a tenisky za 100 dolarů. Když se

ho náměstek, který mluvil konverzačně španělsky, vyptával, nejprve kvůli štěstí trval na tom, že je

americkým občanem, ale nakonec se pod drobnohledem podrobil a přiznal, že je „guatemalským

uprchlíkem“, který v říjnu vstoupil do Spojených států přes Arizonu. 25.

Jeho skutečné jméno, řekl, bylo Kappo Hernandez, a že přijel do Ameriky pracovat, aby mohl poslat

peníze své rodině v Guatemale.

Zástupce u něj našel tři padělané státní průkazy totožnosti, každý s fiktivním jménem – Eduardo Salazar,

Jose Lopez a Daniel Garcia – a skutečnou adresou okresu Pueblo. Jak jeho příběh pokračuje, když pan

Hernandez překročil hranici, potkal „bílé muže v oblecích“, kteří mu slíbili peníze výměnou za laskavost.

„Muži“ mu údajně dali 500 dolarů a jízdenku na autobus do Colorada poté, co ho instruovali, jak se

zaregistrovat k volbám a koho volit – přímé demokraty. Pořídili fotografii pana Hernandeze ve stylu pasu

a řekli mu, aby zůstal na záchranné misi Pueblo, a dodali, že den poté bude kontaktován s dalšími pokyny.

„Někdo se objevil na misi a podal Hernandezovi tři padělané průkazy totožnosti. Řekli mu, kde se má

zaregistrovat a kde má volit. Dali mu o 1000 dolarů více a slíbili, že se vrátí s přidanými 2500 dolary po

dni voleb,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Pan Hernandez řekl zástupci, že dodržel pokyny až do písmene, ale nikdy nedostal další hotovost, kterou

mu slíbil.

Zástupce, řekl náš zdroj, informoval volební výbor okresu Pueblo, ale bylo mu řečeno, že jediné, co může

udělat, je zdokumentovat stížnost.

Cyber   Command se pokouší odhalit hloubku podvodů v okrese Pueblo.

„Nevěříme, že jde o ojedinělý incident. Potřebujeme však více důkazů, abychom dokázali, že se jedná o

rozšířený systémový problém,“ řekl náš zdroj.

Mimochodem, okres Pueblo je součástí 3. kongresového okrsku v Coloradu  kde zástupkyně sněmovny

Lauren Boebertová vede těsný závod proti demokratovi Adamu Frischovi.

Free Speech a Alternative Media jsou pod útokem Deep State. Real Raw News potřebuje

podporu čtenářů, aby přežily a prosperovaly. V roce 2023 se snažíme vydat tři knihy a

najmout talenty na vysílání pro videokanál. Vaše pomoc může pomoci tyto cíle uskutečnit.

Nedávejte své těžce vydělané peníze webům nebo kanálům, které kopírují/vkládají naše duševní

vlastnictví. Trávíme nespočet hodin prověřováním, zkoumáním a psaním. Děkuji. Každý dolar pomáhá.

(Návštíveno 53 615 krát, 17 796 návštěv dnes)

Our nation is subdividing. American Christians to the south, browns to the north of the Mason-Dixon line

and diversity out west (for now). Illegals are the new “poverty for profit” class? I hope their new shoes last

long enough to get them back over the border when they run from what is planned for them.

I hope that this illegal is not allowed to go free. Give him another pair of cheap shoes and shirt and bring

him in. One knows that for another buck he’s going to spill the beans so it’s better that others not be

alerted to this discovery.

 

,
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It just makes me sick at all the evil the cabal puts on the innocent people. All of this needs to be stopped,

somehow..

He will go free ! Remember you can’t discriminate even though their illegals ! Obviously, the millions of

other illegals was given free phones, transportation, housing, tax free business grants , food , medical,

money for every baby they have ! That’s ,not including everything else they get for coming here ! Even

instant free citizenship all for future socialist ,communist, dictatorship ,minded votes ! Think About it !(

Trust the Plan , because the military are in control!) Just curious, ever since Trump sign over authority

over to the military! How many illegals immigrants have come here !

For some reason, I seem to remember, during one of Trump speeches ! He said, that he would use the

Spanish people to build back our infrastructure! Kinda, makes since on that comment of his, if I’m right !

For two reasons ,one the Spanish Illegals are building everything back ! An the other is his comment

sounds a lot like Build it Back Better! But, at what cost, an what lost of freedom! America or Something

else ! That maybe, might be part of a One World Government!

Last edited 1 day ago by Mikee

First, for me Jesus Christ is Our Lord an Savior (John 3:16) an no one else is ! Second, I believe in the

Holy Spirit (Breath of Life, Freind, Comforter , Communicator ,between us an Our, Heavenly Father)!

Third, I have only One God ,Almighty who is Our Heavenly Father ! I call them the Trinity ( Father, Son,

Holy Spirit) ! I personally believe God , Our Father Loved us so much ! That he allowed his son Jesus

Christ to die on the Cross ,an rose again, for all our sins ! An if we believe that an ask forgiveness of Our

sins just as we forgive others! Then , he is just to forgive us ! An by that action we are now joined heirs

with him ( Kings Kids ) believe or not ,free choice! Seems simple to me, if you sin again just ask

forgiveness an help not to sin ! Plus, stop seeing yourself as a sinner! But, instead as one of God, Our

Heavenly Father’s ,King kids ! This way you won’t think like a sinner an won’t want to hurt your Heavenly

Father by sinning ! Read the Holy Bible ,an build your faith! Pray about everything an be Thankful, for all

his blessings on you! ( eyes, ears, nose, hands, feet !) It may seem small to one who has all this! But, not to

the one who doesn’t! ( Read, John 3:16, Lord’s Prayer, 10 commandments, Revelations! ) Research an

Question, everything ! Then pray about it all ! All this is just my views an hopefully yours to ! But, I will

never apologize for my faith an personal beliefs! Hopefully, you won’t either! Because every day people are

spending more an more time in the world an less time with what’s important the Word of God , Our

Heavenly Father! I wish everyone who reads this the best in this life and the hear after! Heaven or Hell ,

free choice, choose wisely! (John 3:16 !)

I don’t recall President Trump saying the “Spanish” would build are infrastructure. You do know the

difference between Spanish and Mexican don’t you? There are Spanish who are decendants of Spain or

were born in Spain and there are Mexican’s who is descendents from Mexico and then there is those who

both speak Spanish from Spain or Mexico and America however Spain speaking Spanish is different than

Spanish speaking from Mexico or America. My family lineage is from Spain Crypto Jews who fled Spain

during the Inquisition. My mother would correct you on the difference between Spanish and Mexican who

speak Spanish. I know we’re the same “brown” color and you may think we all look alike and are the same

but we’re not.

The conquering Spainish conquistadors bred with the local indiginous indians of darker skin and they

became Mexicans, or half-breeds. Regular European Spainiards are of a lighter skin as I was told from a

guy from Espana when I was in college.

European Spaniards became lighter because so many from Britain, Germany and Sweden moved in and

mixed.

Don’t blame President Trump for what the Residence Joe is doing. Put the blame where it belongs!

Yes, Border Biden opened his arms wide during the Democrat debates shown on TV and invited the whole

world in to betray our country. High treason.
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Like I said, that I could be wrong about one of his older speeches ,from years ago! When he was

addressing the Spanish people, during a speech! But, it’s what I vaguely remember, from years ago! An it’s

worth someone to Research an Question, to show me I’m wrong about it ! Until, then that’s how, I will

remember it ! Who knows, it could of been when he was talking to the President of Mexico , Venezuela,

Brazil or some other Spanish President ! Then again, when people run for office they promise everything

to everyone! ( That’s when, I think he said that to the Spanish people! Or ,basically ,the exact same thing!)

If someone can find it , to bring clarity ,for my memory sake ! I would appreciate it ! Thanks, in advance!

Last edited 5 hours ago by Mikee

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal PC). She has been out of w0rk for

quite some time however last month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal PC) for

9 hours per day.

 
For more detail visit this article.. https://starbucks2.neocities.org/

Last edited 1 day ago by barshembar

yes, our so called leaders just gave green light to DUMP 3K Afgans in South King Co. Washington WITH

NO INPUT from local citizens.. Just DUMP your 3rd world TRASH when you feel like it.. I don’t know

who these people are from uncivilzed mulsm 3rd world.. Are we just supposed to TRUST they are friendly

and harmless?? when their religion teaches to kill “the infidel”.. these are tribal people and they are

shoving them down our throats and expecting us to be OK with this INVASION of 3rd world.. WE DON”T

WANT THESE FOREINERS INVADING OUR TOWNS.. IT IS TO REPLACE US.. IT IS GLOBALIST

AGENDA TO WHITE ERASURE us OUT OF EXISTENCE!! ISLAMIFICATION OF THE WEST>. THEY

ARE COMMUNIST>. NOT AMERICANS!! this is INVASION!!!

You might want to question what is going to happen to your state geologically. You are aware of what is

going on in the Pacific with the Cascadian fault, the thousands of little earthquakes rumbling along the

Pacific coast and ask what is going to happen as new continent rises out of the Pacific. It looks to me as if

NYC, DC area and the Pacific coast states are dumping grounds for a reason. Also, your governor had a

vaccine quota to meet per his bosses at the WEF. You might want to pack up and head east towards Idaho.

The planet is shaking off that which is not created for the future.

Yes that is how the Globalists destroy one society after another, from the inside out. Throw people

together who have nothing in common and give resources only to the invaders. Not to the rest of the

country. Perfect recipe for chaos, death and destruction. In the name of Democracy.

We’re all screwed here in NY, the melting pot of illegals! How is it possible Zeldin didn’t blow away that

wicked witch, Hoekle? That’s all you could see everywhere you looked were Zeldin signs. There had to be

illegals voting cuz I can’t in my wildest dreams imagine that jackass won fair and square! And we’re still

using those same POS dominion machines! No one asked for ID, and when I asked them about it, I was

told they didn’t need any because I signed my name. But yet, in the 2020 election the guy was surprised

when I signed my name because I apparently was the first one who’s signature matched their registration

and I had come through late in the day! Also, we used fine point markers. I don’t know if those matter like

the sharpie markers do? I hate this state, it sux so bad!!!

Because they cheated that’s why, but, don’t worry the White Hats and the Military are in charge…..Right?

wa STATE// HORRENDOUS.. ALL COMMIES.. NO CHANCE IN HELL a MAGA candidate will be given a

FAT FUCKING CHANCE in this STATE.. ALL CHEATING>. CCP in FULL CONTROL HERE>. CRIME

RULES>. ILLEGALS COMING IN BY THOUSANDS>. Mslms, East Indians,, AFRICANS>. i am the oNLY

WHITE PERSON i SEE.. I AM LOOKED AT like I”M A DYING LEFT OVER in this MARXIST BIPOC

DYSTOPIA NIGHTMARE STATE!!! No term limits MAFIA.. nobody speaks ENGLISH.. every 2nd person

is wearing SHaria garb.. Afgan diaspora.. they are BREEDING US OUT!!!

https://starbucks2.neocities.org/
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I agree with all you said. I have been saying for the last 10 years that these foreigners are breeding us out,

that is their plan and so far its working.

Talk about breeding us out, it’s not just the Muslims doing it, Darlene.

 
I’m not discriminatory about family structure, I’m against destroying the family via sexual sin and

reproductive sterilization and abortion and sexual abuse. Anybody can have a family, any fool with a penis

can make a baby, any woman with a vagina can push a baby out, but it takes a real man or woman to raise

that family and NOT go for abortion or reproductive sterilization because we are now living in a society

where abortion is encouraged and pushed on women, and giving birth is frowned upon, even among the

married families. Now, that to me is atrocious.

 
Even gay, lesbian and transsexual families are doing better than we are. Why?

 
Because they are having their babies while we are aborting our babies; they are getting fertility treatment

and IVF while we are sterilizing ourselves;

 
they are adopting easily while we are denied adoption for having religious and moral standards for raising

our kids, or worse, some adoptive parents are “rehoming” kids to people who might be paedophiles,

according to a report by 60 Minutes Australia;

 
they are raising the kids as non-binary and gay-affirming (non-binary meaning not boys and not girls but

genderless, one of my friends spoke of someone’s daughter raising her kid to be nongender), and fighting

for them to have birth certificates, health insurance, social security numbers and the like;

 
but some straight parents are throwing their kids away onto the street because they no longer want to

parent them, or parenting is too expensive;

 
gay and lesbian couples are committed and acting better than straight couples, gay and lesbian families

are committed and acting like parents better than the straights like Pete Buttigieg and his fake husband

Chasen;

 
while single pregnant women in Catholic countries that restrict abortion are selling their babies to

paedophile rings for sex with the paedos or organ harvesters when the babies/kids are no longer good for

the paedos, so the pregnant women can get paid by the traffickers and have nice things (watch Patryk

Vega’s documentary “The Eyes of the Devil” which is dubbed in different languages, English, German and

Polish);

 
some parents in America refuse to provide them with their documentation for what they need, especially

in case of emergency,

 
not to mention the fact that more and more straight single people and straight married people are saying

no to having babies and saying yes to sterilization and abortions and polyamory?

 
THIS IS THE REASON GOD IS ANGRY FOR LGBTQ AND IMMORAL PEOPLE PERVERTING AND

INDOCTRINATING OUR FAMILIES AND KILLING OUR KIDS OR SELLING THEM TO TRAFFICKERS

FOR MONEY, LIKE JOHNNY GOSH’S FATHER DID!!

 
As long as God is angry at the offenders, the people who really want to have families with a loving heart

and open arms and trying everything including the kitchen sink to have babies can’t catch a break, and

their blessings are denied!!

@Xena 110% correct. And it’s horrendous for the couples who so desperately want to have children but

can’t because of all the crap they’ve polluted us with to make us sterile!

 
I had to wait to have 3 miscarriages before a doctor would check me out to see IF MAYBE something was

wrong!!!!! REALLY??!!!! Then, we had to beg, borrow and steal to go to an infertility doctor for invitro

since insurance doesn’t cover that. Only to lose a set of twins, then another baby after that! I endeded up

going for an operation to remove uterine fibroids, and only THEN was I able to have a child. Thank you,

sweet Jesus! We had to save up more money after that to go back for SIX more attempts, only to miscarry

AGAIN at our last attempt! When I think of all the money my husband and I have pissed away through the

years trying (as well as all the money all the doctors and big pharma have made on every other poor

schmuck), it literally makes me sick to my stomach!

I’m sorry. As soon as I heard that bitch had won I immediately thought she won because the election was

rigged. I liked Zeldin and what he stood for.
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who the hell wants to vote for horseface that mandated DEADLY vaccines on everyone she could and

threaten their livelihoods unless they submit to CCP clot shotz?? who THE HELL VOTED for this ugly

KUNT?? all the sanctuary slugs getting FREE SHIT off American taxpayers?? that’s who.. 3rd world

hellhole votes for their evil masters.. Same with Wa state.. Tiffany and Joe were our only hope in this

commie shithole .. now i have ZERO hope and want to get the HELL out of here.. they are coming for GU

NS next.. progessives.. Indian born people running the show.. who voted for them?? H!b visaS LETTING

THEM INVADE AND TAKE OVER.. kENT wA LOOKS LIKE mUMBAI WITH DRUGS AND TRASH

EVERYWHERE.. africans and muslm from 3rd world everytime i go to store.. i feel like i live in UNITED

NATIONS REFUGEE CAMP!! THIS PLACE SUCKS!!! crt IN schools> bipoc ANTI WHITE commieS IN

HIGH PLACES..

When the useful idiots voted for Obango, he open the flood gates for what is happening now. I knew back

in 2012 that this POS was a fraud and dangerous to our country and most of these losers called me racist.

We can thank the leftist brainwashed masses for what is taking place now.

Last edited 16 hours ago by Just Me

Obama was the establishment’s choice for US President in 2008, and Obama did pretty much what Bush

was doing ,only difference , Obama executed Bush programs , policies and agendas on STEROIDS, and

this is FACT. You can go back check the record. And Pedo-joe Biden is more of the same shit. McConnell ,

McCarthy did their part to subvert a Republican sweep to take over the US Congress, both House and

Senate. The Red Wave as the narrative being pushed by the msm was a PSY-OP, being with the FRAUDS ,

GAMING and RACKETEERING that was in place, they were counting on the Red Wave narrative, to FAIL

, in actuality there was NO Red Wave (narrative ) failure , the Republican did pretty good at the polls just

the same, not a Wave more like a Chop, but it makes no difference the bogus narrative Red Wave was

defeated as the msm pushes it, as RINOS ,establishment controlled Republicans push the narrative, and

this could mean only one thing ,MAGA and Trump have been defeated, so the Republican Party must find

other candidates that are NOT MAGA, this is the BULLSHIT that will be pumped and pushed by the msm

and establishment controlled Republicans such as McConnell and McCarthy, all of this the result of the

Red Wave PSY – OP. They want Trump and MAGA gone , but this will NO HAPPEN, this being said , the

White Hats , JAG, with the help of Patriots if this ALLOWED, have to really ratchet -up their operations ,

activity and POWERS , thus RELENTLESSLY ATTACK, all parties , all entities that are the ENEMIES of

the UNITED STATES of AMERICA , the REPUBLIC and the AMERICAN PEOPLE , as well as ALL of

EARTHLY HUMANITY. Mr./President Trump needs to pick his advisors , potential cabinet members etc.

much more WISELY as well as his WORDS and Tweets , social media. He has really said some stupid shit

when commenting on DeSantis, just before the election , during and after when DeSantis achieved

VICTORY. I could not believe the shit Trump was sputtering. The other ” thing ” the White Hats , Jag , the

Alliance have to start disclosing some of what they have been doing, such as arrests , EXECUTIONS ,

Tribunals etc. this blind faith bullshit has been exhausted, they are LOOSING CREDIBILITY, they will or

no doubt are loosing their ” FAITHFUL ” making statements with NOTHING to back them up , their ”

FAITHFUL” look like morons and jack-asses when informing friends , family , colleagues and others about

what is being done for the NATION , on behalf of the American People , and yet everything looks just as

fucked-up and nothing changes. This is , once again why the White Hats , JAG , TRUMP should have

taken -down and taken out the msm, or at least some of the msm before he flew away in Jan. 2021,

although he is reported to still be the US President or NOT. If Trump still is the US President, seeing what

has been going on, as President HE LOOKS LIKE A SERIOUS FUCK UP!. These pronouncements made

with no proof , evidence, nothing to substantiate the said pronouncements makes them look like junior

mentally maladjusted want-a-bees wandering the Nation , looking for a place to shit.

I tried posting earlier a link that I found think morning regarding NY election. Not sure why it hasn’t been

posted? Anyway, if you go to Simon Parkes website, it shows a quick video clip of something interesting

regarding NY election.
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It can be easily stopped.

1) Trap, Neuter, Return illegals to their home and bill that country.

 
2) Second offense instant execution (like a drug dealer). Quick trial!

 
Problem solved. Believe me, the word would get around within 3 days.

Last edited 4 hours ago by Guest4579

Your mention of Christians reminds me, I met a man named Christian today; a builder.

Mexicans were on the roof, don’t know if they were legal or not; was, able to say “gracias” to them.

This story has a lot of details that line up: a) it’s quite unlikely that this was a “lone shooter” i.e., that the

guy that paid him *only* paid for his services, and not many others. “What’s in HIS wallet?”

b) The “carrot that isn’t there” motivation — here’s a little, lots later, and the lots never appear later and

there’s nothing to be done about it. Like someone trying to take their drug dealer to court; by signing their

name they’re admitting to buying drugs and might go be imprisoned themselves, so they will (tend to) just

take the loss.

c) Same-day registration and voting seems to have ways it can be taken advantage of.

Research “state national”; bypass their corporate system.

I can safely tell everyone that one of the tenants in the plaza I work at is an immigration service and since

the floodgate of illeagals opened up, I have constantly seen them waiting to get in to sign up,as many as

400/day. DeSantis made me very happy when he shipped so to Delaware and Martha’s Vineyard.

My guess is that once it’s time for the roundup, Senor Hernandez & Co. won’t know what hit them.

“Christians to the South and “browns” to the North.” Where do you Racist come from? Think about that

comment, just for one moment…if your “even” a Christian or are you one in name only? Just saying.

Since you’re Lmaoooooooooooooo, you’re not going to have anything to sit on when you go to the toilet.

Hopefully, someone will flush while you’re trying to pull you’re a out of it.

I think it’s called “paraphrazing. he was speaking as if they said it, not him.

This J Bill is always laughing his Ass off. I am telling you he no longer has a brain, that is where is brain is

and its always on the floor.

You know who gets the last laugh, don’t you?

 
media.gab.com/cdn-cgi/image/width=2100,quality=100,fit=scale-

down/system/media_attachments/files/120/132/734/original/a5af6752724a9840.jpg

Keep in mind that Reagan gave Big Pharma protection with an executive order that they can not be sue for

vax injuries. Reagan did more damage to Americans today with the E.O. I no longer think of him being a

good man he was part of the club that you and I are not in it.

Yes , he was an actor but not a good one, but he pulled it off just the same.

RR was a BIG TIME ASSHOLE and LOWLIFE, it is just that simple. The love some of these people have

for RR is quite ,unbelievable. I am being very kind, I’ll leave it at that.

Too bad someone did not order him to remove the upper part of his horrid get-up, which looks like he

wears it every day. They would have found the device that is hidden which tells him the words he rarely

uses. Come on, now! He can’t even put ONE SENTENCE TOGETHER.

michael obama is going to get away with dropping a mean shit on gay j’s chest again!!!

lmaoooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo
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We knew the dead people always voted for democrats in every election since 1960. A democrat

Congressman in State of PA had been re-elected on 11/8/22, but died a month ago in October 2022. How

come they elected a dead people to represent them in their in Congress? through his soul from the hell?

Perhaps that candidate is any of the following; CGI, Clone, double. We had this discussion before I

thought. Let us pray, Lord help us.

Quote: “We don’t believe this is an isolated incident. But we need more proof to prove this is a widespread,

systemic issue,” our source said.”

These MF’s know damn well this shit is widespread from the 2020 election They are handing us a bunch

of BS about needed more proof. What happen to we have it all?

The so called white hats are handing us a ration of shit people … their actions indicate they have no

intentions of addressing the fraud. They KNEW this was going to happen … they should have been on it

from the get go. Therefore they are violating their oath to the Constitution.

I’m not buying anything these MF’s say until I see some tangible proof.

I think they (WHs) knew and have incriminating evidence of the 2020 election fraud. The same fraudsters

were given a free pass just to see if they will do it again and how they will do it. Bingo! I think they have

them surrounded this time around with undeniable evidence.

They stole 2018 … they stole 2020 … they stole 2022 … how many time do they have to see whether or not

they will do it again?

They had un++

 
d+eniabl

 
+e

 
+

Sorry my dummy dog step on my keyboard. I was saying they had undeniable evidence for 2018 and 2020

yet they have done nothing to stop it.

Maybe at the exact same time,

 
the 2022 midterm elections should be declared NULL and VOID.,

 
start EAS,

 
shut down Main Stream Media,

 
Institute Martial Law….

 
Pick up Nancy pelosi, Up chuck shumer, Maxine Waters, AOC,…

 
Get the Ball rolling..

 
ARE WE READY ?

I saw a video of Nancy Pelosi being escorted from her home by 2 female detectives. Was that an arrest, or

was it her security personel?

And is this supposed to be when they FINALLY decide to show all the fraud from 2020 or do we have to

watch more people commit suicide or die until 2024?

Yes, courtesy of Operation Warp Speed. And we thought it was how fast the vaccines were produced and

rolled out. It is and continues to to the greatest military sting operation here and abroad. Lord help us, we

pray.

The Lord is answering our prayers with a huge 87% total win of the elections. That has never been

achieved before! It is historic! Plus they are already gathering evidence of the cheating that happened. It is

a great day to belong to God! Thank you Jesus!

So what if they have evidence of cheating. No one will do a damn thing about it.
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I posted something under Rose’s post and it has never shown, and it’s been hours ago. What happened

MB?

I just said the Dems cheated the most on ones critical to their power structure , and to make DJT’s picks

look bad. they cheated all over, but on the critical ones to keep their power they cheated even harder.

In 2020 perhaps 57% of the people were sick of the DS and that was really a landslide for Trump, In 2022

one honest poll showed 79% of all people are sick of Biden administration, and that means even in deep

Blue areas it should have been a landslide against all pro-Biden politicos. How much do you have to cheat

to overcome nearly 80% of the population?

Apparently more than the White Hats , JAG , and DJT could possibly ever imagine, but remember They

have it ALL, they are in CONTROL . If they are in control , they are SERIOUSLY FUCKED -UP. With that

being said……….any one have a Plan -B ?

How come Fetterman received a large chunk of mailed-in ballots from Erie county in the afternoon on

11/9/22 that created 2ndBiden curve that put Fetterman on top over Oz in 2022. The reason we saw the

red waves in FL and TX on 11/8/22, because these states had eliminated mail-in ballots. In these six states

where those mules stuffed hundreds of thousands fake ballots into mail box and ballot drop boxes to make

up their shortfalls, are still playing the same games as they did in 2020. Mr. Baxter, please ask General

Berger have his staff look into the Fetterman’s large bundled mail in ballots sent from Erie on 11/9/22,

because they knew how much needed to defeat Dr. Oz. Also, there was a democrat Congressman in PA

who got re-elected on 11/8/22, but was dead a month ago in October 2022. We used to see that democrats

used dead people to vote. and now, we see democrats elected a dead person as a Congressman.

It’s CHEATING ,Chen, common , this is not your first rodeo election 3 way circle jerk, now , is it? Same

shit 2 years ago. What is that they say about INSANITY, about repeating the same mistake , over and over

again. Just more INSANITY , but the White Hats , DJT are in CONTROL .

DEATH and BRAIN DAMAGE are prerequisites for running for political office in the United States, it’s a

game winning formula. This formula for winning in Politics will be in DJT’s next NYT’s best seller , The

Art of the STEAL , How I did NOT learn anything when running for the US Presidency, let me show you

how I fucked -up ,….repeatedly, so you don’t have to , again and again……….Foreword by William Barr-

none and John Durham or don’t. This book will be released for the Holidays.

DJT tweeted throughTruth Social that although the results is somewhat disappointing, he considers

winning 219 and losing 16 not too bad. Coincidentally, Q had a post # 219 back in November of 2017/18.

Feel free to go back if you can. God sure is answering and continue to answer our prayers. Let us pray,

Lord, in everything that We The People do help us, Amen.

Military knows how many people actually voted for Trump. They have it all. The proof, the evidence, the

data.

No argument from me Tracy but as you have seen from the reaction on this site is so what, do something,

right wrong or indifferent and do it now. These souls ask the Lord for patience and they wanted it

yesterday. So sad. Blessings,

Twenty years in California. We’ve voted Red the entire time. Military has the proofs.

We have no tangible evidence of that. Time for the white hats to stop the BS and start doing what they

should have done in 2020.

We do have tangible evidence but it is apparent that you have no intention of following up with the sites

that have the info. If you are not willing to to go to the recommended sites and research then you should

stop with the no proof complaint. There is proof and the sites are there to study.
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Oh by all means … tell me where this site it with the info. I’m all eyes. I won’t hold my breath especially if

it is hearsay which it probably is … nothing tangible … so let’s see it.

Figured … the best you can do is throw out a negative …no proof at all. Why am I not surprised.

damn, i leave for awhile and llyod and wozz are aleady gone? are they in one of your fat folds gay j?

3 high ranking traitors just turned themselves in. how do you find sleeper cells.they are coming out

the arrests are NEVER GOING TO HAPPEN PEOPLE!! STOP THINKING THEY WILL. IT IS OVER!

Good question … until I see something tangible and PUBLIC … as far as I am concerned the white hats are

a bunch of treasonous bastards.

I’m not buying any of their BS.

Well no one … Did I ask you to care about my opinion? Guess what anyone that don’t agree with you is a

troll. Big deal. Now you can stfu

If that’s so, why don’t you start handing in your firearms to the Nazicrats for starters, along with your

freedom and what’s left of your crainial thots…

Should a big announcement for arrests be made? Or maybe information for arrests be publicized so the

criminals can get away? But at least we’ll know when it’s happening.

Get your souls right people. The U.S. is unfortunately headed toward its demise. It’s a hard pill to swallow.

Our military is not up to par to get this great evil out of the nation.

America is heading downwards, open borders, high crime, high taxes and way too many self-serving

politicians selling out the country for greed. So yes we are close and getting worse by the day. Old Hair

sniffer is a Trojan Horse on America.

There was a book written in the 70’s, called,”The late, Great, United States”, that predicted the downfall of

the US, after the Vietnam war anti war movement and the collapse of the US culture, but 50 years back…

Which god? The white man’s god, the Shiva god, Jainest god, the muslim god, Jewish god, God dammit

god, the black man’s god, the asian dragon god, the rich man’s god or money, or the Native American’s

god? There are over 67 known gods that were invented 6 K years back after a enormous visitation of

friendly Galactics, that visited and inhabited a spell on earth. They had ant-gravity vehicles and could

levitate, so the locals assumed they were gods, because the locals did not posess those fancy skills. Then

over time, used car salesmen types came along and saw that a buck could be made by being close to one of

the above mention gods and presto; religion was born and when used with money, rich people came along

and this is how our nutty society got it’s start…..

You just stick with your one and true Porcelain god, Futz, keep hurling ,keep the collection bowl filled, just

remember to flush for the sake of our sanity.

Read what a great victory God gave to Gideon with just 300 men. With God, all things are possible. The

USA is His & He will not let us be taken by the enemy.

We won 219 out of 235 races! We have never won that big before! I feel like I’m living in a world alone

where nobody realizes how good we did. This is weird.

The population literally despises the Biden administration, or about 80% voted voted against the Biden

people. The problem is “in the most critical races” they cheated their way in, and these critical races let

them keep control. If 80% of the people are against the Biden people (and they are), all these races should

have been won by a landslide.

The cheating was far worse than 2020 to keep their most critical people in power.
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Yes, particularly in California, New York, Georgia, Pennsylvania~~ the deep state wanted their

strongholds.

We will NEVER do good until the fraud is removed and the people behind it arrested.

Hi fellow Texan, that is exactly how DJT’s reacted was after the election. Guess what, call it coincidence,

but Q dropped post #219 back in November of either 2017 or18. Lord help us. Blessings from midway

between Houston and Galveston.

If the Democrats won 219 out of 235 races, how do you think the headlines would read? Hint: BLUE

WAVE

People need to get a better perspective. Too many fell for the hyped-up Red Wave from the media and

allowed their expectations to become manipulated.

Yeah , it may not have been a Wave, more like Chop , this will work if played right. DJT making ignorant

comments like those about DeSantis, IT WON’T WORK. But that is on DJT and the White Hats, it is all

their’s to FUCK -UP

No they are not; but GOD’S army is! He liberated His people the Israelites in a day – that’s all He needs.

This nation as we know it will be totally different when He’s done with it – believe that!! The sheeple won’t

know what to do other than say, “What must I do to be saved”!

>”What must I do to be saved”!

I will answer that as concisely as I currently know:

1 John 5:13 — tells you that you CAN know you are saved.

Romans 10:9 — gives the two instructions, in order to be saved.

Revelation 12:22 — explains our actions here build up stores of treasure in Heaven.

Salvation is required in order to access those treasures. We get to Heaven through faith alone; and, our

works reflect what we’ll receive, when we make it to Heaven.

God bless in Jesus name.

God wins. Just more rats exposing themselves daily. Like flies to honey. They can’t resist. They all need to

be exposed. Nothing left to fester behind the scenes.

But God is!! Put your faith in God, He’s replaced a number of evil cabals, Roman, Germany, and so on.

You’re right about the Revolutionary War – shooting almost every year from 1775 to January 1815. The

Civil War was a shooting war from 1854 in Kansas to about 1877 in the Redeemer conflicts in the South.

This points up the importance of what we are living through now – if victory can be won by ballots and

honest court rulings, the shooting war won’t start. If the system is so corrupt that the people’s will cannot

be expressed through it, then something’s gotta give. The Stalinist-style repression of opposition has

begun, so the fuse is short and the White Hats, if they exist, need to bear that in mind. A shooting civil war

is very much to be avoided, if possible. If the White Hats cede the initiative, the avoidance of terrible

violence becomes less and less likely.

I don’t think that the fluoridated, chemtrailed, complacent west and east coast public have a will to fight a

DS sponsored civil war, plus they are not even hip enuff to realize that they are just brown shirts to the

cause, but the heartland are well armed to the teeth denizens do and the Nazicrats know it. They only

control 6 cities of NY, Richmond, Frisco, Seattle, Portland and LA…..

And then there is CHICAGO , a marxist , communist crime infested and festooned utopia for

establishment inbred degenerate lowlifes in positions of power , ready , willing and able to deceive ,

demoralize and destroy ALL of Earthly HUMANITY. Right , smack dab in the middle of America. HOW
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MUCH OF THREAT, do you think this poses to our great NATION, Futz?

no we are not. if we were in an actual war and peoples lives were in danger they would be told that by the

good guys. If they didnt that would make them as bad as the satanists.

This Nation has been at WAR, within it’s self for well over two decades at the very least, possibly much

longer. The AMERICAN PUBLIC , till most recently has not been aware of this most heinous reality and

very many Americans still do not have a clue.

England was totally locked down under Bloody Mary and Cardinal Pole – then they both died in their

sleep the same night while under tight-as-a-drum security measures.

why does anyone want to help people in need? seems like an odd question. why do you help people/ things

in need?

“Why would he want to?”

 
Love.

 
The reason a father wants to help his children, even though they continue to break every rule he has ever

given them.

 
He knows that buried deep inside them is His DNA, and in their heart is His law, even though they fight

against it.

 
One aspect of His love is mercy, a mercy that is almost impossible to find in today’s humanity.

The military are coming. Steal one election, then let it slide like the military did. But do it this time, it

means treason! A trap was set and the dumbasses fell into it again. The fraud is just as obvious as in 2020.

Just wait a couple days, as they said in one other recent articles here, cheat again, let them gather more

proof, and the military will step in!

But they did shut down their money spigot, from the banks, though…Now the Nuttycrats are steeling the

Wash, state lottery funds to fuel their agendas; illegal as hell, but the WEF govenor won’t do anything,

because he’s so compromised already. A lottery employee filled me in on this info….

All the lotteries have been fake for at least two decades. Epstein supposedly won many millions in one big

lottery about 15 years ago.

I am not surprised when I saw the results in Colorado elections

 
Everyone here knows Polis & dems are cheating & election results are manufactured/manipulated

This has been happening in every state for decades…

 
This evidence is the tip of the iceburg…

 
Question is …

 
What will WE do about it…

 
Action ,..not words will

 
MAKE a DIFFERENCE !

If the military was sincere about taking action they would have done so two year ago.

Put that one on Trump , the acting US President. He’s acting…….it’s a show, but who’s directing?

I don’t know whether it was the jabs or what, yet Dems appear to not care a wit about cheating, so long as

they win. They think themselves more clever than us.

It was waaaay before the jabbs, the jabbs just made it worse. People who are hard demoncrap have only

self serving interests in mind. They believe they evolved from monkeys and live on a spinning ball. They

liken it to a gerbil wheel which they love to be on… Its how they get their exercise by running and cheating

and cheating and running. These are the same people that made children at school, that were inept at
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doing things because of the society we live in, ALL equal. No failing grades, we are all the same, everybody

passes. No recognition for the children who excelled… to give them incentive to them to continue that path

and for others to try and do the same. Because they want all of us to be the same… sheeple

Everyone know about the cheating except for the white hats … they have to do an investigation … and IF

they find something and that’s a big if … the may consider taking action … what that action is … your guess

is a good as mind.

My guess it they won’t take action … Q will hand us a ration of shit about how it has to be this way where

no action is taken. Then they’ll us trust the plan and enjoy the rotten show.

WoW, your level of mental intelligence is off the wall for a moron. Sound just like every demoncrap I

know. I bet you were vaccinated… c’mon you can tell us, we wont tell anybody else because we already

know, you got 3-5 years tops before you leave this realm

What you just said is one of the most insanely idiotic things I have ever heard. At no point in your

rambling incoherent response were you even close to anything that could be considered a rational

thought.

absolutely hilarious when father of the vaccine tards call others vaccinated. There is zero question you

took trumps death jab and will die soon. hopefully your entire bloodline.

Widespread fraud already was verified in the 2020 election but nothing significant has been done that can

be tangibly verified. Elections by and large are irrelevant as long as the shadow gov’t remains in power.

Dude ,the military has the whole final results of the 2020 election same as they do here,it’s all a covert

operation that will soon hit the fan,just relax and wait for it.

And how long are we going to have to wait while we are relaxing … a week? Two weeks? A month … A

year? When? We have been waiting two years now … how much longer?

There’s a bill that states an election cannot be done if the nation is in bankruptcy – of which, the UNITED

STATES OF AMERICA, INC. is. So the red wave will indeed be in play when that piece of knowledge is

presented. Preferably by SCOTUS so that the sheeple can’t refute it.

“It is an established fact that the United States Federal Government has been dissolved by the

Emergency Banking Act, March 9, 1933, 48 Stat. 1, Public Law 89-719; declared by President Roosevelt,

being bankrupt and insolvent.”

 
The above is an excerpt from the following article:

 
prepareforchange.net/2021/07/23/the-bankruptcy-of-the-united-states/

Newsom was hanged @ the Spa and is DEAD, Please read all of MB’s articles here on RRN.

We have no tangible proof Newsom or any of the others are dead … only what MB reported.

Time for the military to pull their thumbs from up their ass and uphold their oath to the Constitution. Let

the people know what the hell is going on.

If you don’t trust MB to present the truth then why exactly do you bother coming on the site ? I know,

because you are paid to create unrest. You are one of the soros’ trolls. You will not get the Patriots to riot

in the streets. Because we know that is just what the Deep State wants. NEVER.

Show me where I said I don’t trust MB … you pull that shit right out of your ass like so many things. Over

half the things you think you know … you don’t.

hes not smart enough to realize that michael could believe everything he posts and still be lying to

us.There is zero proof that what baxter is being told is actually happening or truthful.
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Hang the POS. He made a choice to f*ck America over and for that, he must pay the consequences.

Terminate the suits upon visual confirmation.

Agreed. But if they can find the suits, they need to be squeezed for information before meeting their

demise in Gitmo.

“The deputy found on him three forged state I.D. cards, each with a fictitious name—Eduardo Salazar,

Jose Lopez, and Daniel Garcia—and an actual Pueblo County address. As his story goes, when Mr.

Hernandez crossed the border, he met “white men in suits” who promised him cash in exchange for a

favor. The “men” purportedly gave him $500 and a bus ticket to Colorado after instructing him how to

register to vote and whom to vote for—straight line Democrats. They took a passport-style photograph of

Mr. Hernandez and told him to stay at the Pueblo Rescue Mission, adding that he’d be contacted the day

after with further instructions.:”

THSII S HOW THE BIDEN REGIME IS STEALING ELECTIONS IN 2020 AND 2022 AND WILL TRY

AGAIN IN 2024 IF WE DON’T STOP HIM FIRST.,

Great work, Michael! Keep it up!!

Not if we fight back, they won’t!! Taliban Joe knows he’s toast, and Kamala is the Canadian bacon fried to

a crisp!

Are you advocating for the People to rise up in the streets ? THE TRUE PATRIOTS WILL NOT CREATE

HAVOC BY STORMING THE STREETS LIKE BLACK LIVES MATTER ANd the other pos groups.

NEVER.

Why arrest him when they can use him to catch some bigger fish? Rhetorical question i know… just my

thoughts.

What do you think they’d do to you if caught and you admitted it? Let you walk away? No F’n way!

Because this republic follows the law (when convenient only). We don’t live in a ‘Putin-ish’ kind of nation.

Execute on the spot kinda thing. They need hard evidence first. #sigh #smh

We may need a little bit more wild west justice. Putin knows when they’re the bad guys, & wastes no time.

Doing right against those doing evil is a tougher deal. You guys have permission to act. Use it.

Who do you think gave us permission to start a civil war ? Your side is the ones ORDERED to make us

angry so we will storm the streets. Ain’t gonna happen. You are wasting your time and Soros’ money. We

are aware of what you want. NEVER

WWJ! You’re definitely on to something. Playing patty-cake, on the other hand, has proven to be “carte

blanche” to all-out disaster.

Ever since the ‘caning’ incident for graffiti, it has been my opinion that public consequences for actions

would be a much greater deterrent to crime than the lockup system now in play, but unlike wild west

justice, I do think people should have a fair trial.

Doesnt matter. You cannot do anything or say anything to make riots occur. Those that would respond to

your incitement are fools. You are a fool to believe you can cause it.

I don’t see it as incitement I see it as questioning what happened. What happened incites…..Can you get

the distinction? No one wants riots. There are other ways than riots. Come on

We live in a KHAZAR JEW-ish run nation. You are goy and they are not…. any Questions? They say they

are jews and are not but, are of the synagogue of satan

Last edited 1 day ago by Les
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and who is the biggest jew lover on the planet?? that would be the vax daddy. he says stated so like

9389483 times.

Last edited 13 hours ago by robin earl redwine

He may be the link to other moles like him trying to subvert the election, so they need him.

Because they are not the lease bit interested in stopping the fraud … they just want it to look like they are

… that’s why they have to do a through investigation.

Aw poor little trumper don’t like my comments …. isn’t that just so sad. But yet they go out their way to

read and respond to them … gee I wonder why … one of those that don’t like anything that don’t fit the

narrative.

Apparently not. Those that attack us for asking legitimate questions seem to have a problem with those

seeking the truth.

lol…I’m surprised no one called it racist to complain about dead people voting or running for office. Hey, if

Biden can run, why not dead people? Not that much difference, is there?

The problem is the military isn’t stopping them which is their sworn duty to do so. First they say go vote to

help prove the fraud when people do and the fraud is blatant the so called white hats say … well we have to

investigate … and IF and I do mean IF we find something maybe we will take action … but probably not.

Wholesale buying illegals’ fraudulent votes! For sure the only way one A. Frisch, another Dem un-known,

could possibly unseat one Lauren Boebert, besides riding the Dem “Roe, Roe, Roe” wave. Reports say

Frisch hardly had a dime to his name come the end of July, but somehow, he’s now rolling in it. Soros to

the rescue perhaps. Nevertheless, as the Pueblo, Col., investigation continues full bore, there’s always the

expectation that a re-charged base would handily set on fire any run-off election in her favor …

Ok, sooooo, everyone knew this was going to happen, yet, what gets done? When will these things be taken

care of? Will it? Why do you even bother writing a piece like this when everyone knows about it and we

scream about it, but it continues? Who even cares? who’s in charge? I believe there will be a reckoning, but

it’s not going to be inept people whom we’ve put in charge. What does the military do, what do the white

hats do? The people of this country just voted in a guy to the senate who has to use a teleprompter to voice

what he wants to say and his ideas scream hatred for the values of this country…. And you voted for him?

Evil. I pray we are vindicated soon from the ignorance and stupidity of this country.

Voters haven’t put anyone in charge considering the system is rigged by design. The best you can do is to

focus on yourself and not give a flying fig what others think.

If you read the article you realize he wasn’t really voted in. and clearly they are working on it. The rule of

law does have to be followed. It’s not a dictatorship, yet

and please keep in mind that polls showed 75% of this country are unhappy with what’s happening.. that’s

a good sign. Alas, I seem to be in a state where the 30% happy reside and though it seems pathetic, I think

it’s 80% happy in my demographic. but there are always people who are completely asleep.. you must

consider the people who are struggling to keep or get a roof over their head, the drug addicts, the

alcoholics, the college educated females who only care about getting their kids to their millionth dance

recital yada yada yada. The dimwitted college educated males who only care about the next football game..

Those abound…

What the public thinks and feels don’t mean a damn thing when the elections are stolen … they don’t have

to care what the people think.

As long as the military fails to uphold their oath this will continue with impunity.
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If anyone believes your lies and reacts as you wish, they are the ones that need to stopped. We are not at

the point for revolution. THE DEEP STATE WANTS INSURRECTION. ..THEY WANT PATRIOTS TO

STORM THE STREET AND BE FULLY ARMED. ANYONE THAT DOES THAT SHOULD BE ARRESTED.

THAT IS NOT THE WAY TO HANDLE THE SITUATION. SMART PATRIOTS KNOW THIS AND WILL

NOT RESPOND.

No one wants riots and chaos. Why do you keep assuming that is what is being called for. There are other

ways. Again: can you get that distinction???? All people have to do is, for example, take all their money out

of the bank. Except for monthly bill withdrawals TAKE EVERYTHING OUT. Or any number of creative

solutions. You yell at people who want to do something when something needs to be done. There are lots

of ways….boycotting….lots of things and I am sure something will be thought of. “Necessity is the Mother

of Invention.”

He is a fence sitter, possibly lurking for some “party “, peddling propaganda , attempting to foment some

future narrative being created as we speak. It’s crunch time!

The INSURRECTION has been unfolding since before DJT left the office of the US Presidency, the

INSUGENCY has started from within by establishment inbreds , their Deep State agents, toadies , the CFR

, the SES, numerous members of the US Congress , the EXECUTIVE BRANCH , the US Government

bureaucracy, Federal so -called law enforcement as well as others, these TREASONOUS ENEMY

COMBATANTS are then to be augmented by the massive influx of the illegal INSURGENTS that have

been crossing over the Southern US BORDER. If you are referring to the mess that occurred in DC, on

Jan. 6th, 2021, that was NOT in any way an insurgency, that is an ENTIRELY BOGUS AND BULLSHIT

NARRATIVE pushed by those planning , perpetrating and CONSPIRING in the take-over and over -throw

of the UNITED STATES of AMERICA, the REPUBLIC, and the AMERICAN PEOPLE , this TREASON is to

be enacted by their INSURGENCY of which EVIDENCE is manifold.THE DEEP STATE is the

INSURRECTION, You do not set the parameters , you don’t know how this will be handled, this could get

very nasty, or not, but things will happen, count on that , the happening may not be to your liking , or your

approval, but happen they will The Street may get STORMED, THINGS MAY GET VIOLENT, VERY

VIOLENT, I sense things will happen differently , in different places, no doubt metropolitan ,urban

centers may see more ACTION then other places. Places under “blue ” control will no doubt experience

VIOLENCE, by whom? We will know in time, I sense very soon, BUT reprisals , pay-backs , accountability,

restitution , IT’S COMING, COUNT ON IT!

The problem is the rule of law isn’t being followed … laws have been broken during the past 3 elections,

yet absolutely nothing has was done about it.

 
The military swore an oath to uphold the Constitution as so far they have not.

That’s if those responsible for enforcing and up holding the so-called rule of law, do and act on their

responsibilities, which from past experience, they DO NOT ENFORCE OR UP – HOLD the rule of law.

This is why the Nation has come to this REALITY , the RIGHTEOUS AMERICAN CITIZENS , PATRIOTS ,

White Hats, will NOW have to do the heavy lifting and take the rule of law and interpret and enforce it as

they need , to fit the American peoples expectations and requirements as per the UNITED STATES of

AMERICA ,the REPUBLIC and it’s US CONSTITUTION and BILL of RIGHTS, …..for starters.

You are so right about the stupidity, I have a sister who voted by mail for Biden back in 2020. I could not

believe how stupid she has become and gotten serval jabs. Yesterday I heard she voted for a Republican, I

guess she got tired of high taxes, high crime.

I believe you, she has gotten dumb. I tried offering her some solution to detox these poison shots but she

refuse and says she is ok. I do not trust these shots and I do not know how many she took. She is playing

Russian Roulette with these shots and I can not make her understand the damage she is doing and has

done.
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Tell your sister to go look up ” VACCINE COURT ” if she can’t get a clue from this , she is lost. VACCINES

are NOT SAFE, are NOT EFFECTIVE. VACCINES have NEVER been SAFE , VACCINES have NEVER

been EFFECTIVE.

That guy is as evil as he looks. He lived with his mommy until he was 49 , I heard.

” And you voted for him ” well that’s the narrative the msm is pushing anyway. But it is pretty obvious the

PEOPLE did NOT vote for him, So whats is NEXT? This is the situation, this should be the question,

What’s next , because WE the PEOPLE did not vote for this BRAIN DAMAGED, trust fund tool and

marxist communist PROXY? NEXT?…….NEXT……….NEXT?

Easy to apprehend key culprits of voter fraud. Simply place shills in character as day laborers in Home

Depot parking lots.

I love that “infiltration, instead of invasion” applies to the sting as well as the op!

(To be clear: white hats are infiltrating the enemy organization, just as the black hats infiltrated the voting

organizations.)

Project Veritas FTW! Oh, I should donate.

I believe with Nesara/ Gesara, for them to participate, they need to be in their country of origin. This

should send ’em scurrying back.

Last edited 1 day ago by Tracy Reinert

Really? Here in CA we’ve all known for years and years illegals have been voting; why else would the state

grant them driver’s licenses? Captain Obvious! Gotta say I hope this is meant as a general

acknowledgement of ‘we know’ rather than ‘oh, gee, we’re just finding out with this one guy and it must be

widespread.’ …

The military has know about this for years and years, but they still have to investigate that why they don’t

have to take any real action and keep the people following the carrot on the stick.

This should surprise no one. It’s the very reason illegals are being allowed to cross the border. That and

sex trafficking.

…and don’t forget the gangs that HRC made deals with to murder the people she deemed worthy of dying,

like Seth Rich. MS13 does more than just drug smuggling. They are EVIL for hire.

And again the sentiment for the patriots right now is that we DON’T believe the Military can or WILL do

anything about the fact that a foreign enemy is now running our country for over 2 years now!..The USA

as you currently know it is heading for its own destruction and very highly likely a civil war between red

states and blue states. The MASS migration of people within the US to southern states like FLA and TX

reflects this sentiment and eventual outcome. I DO believe Trump and the military had several chances to

take down the Cabal over the last few years…but FAILED to do so. Civil War or at the very least,

succession of states like Texas from the communist country of the USA will most likely be the outcome. I

too was a very BIG believer in “the plan”…but it has drawn out way TOO long, while many many peoples

lives are being impacted (sometimes severely). The message to the White Hats is…”the great Patriots of

this country are losing faith and hope in any White Hat Plan”. This is KEY because you need the Patriots

to support you as representatives of “We the People”. Losing that support will be catastrophic to any

“plan” moving forward. It is my sincere hope that the White Hat partition reads these comments and

understands the current sentiment.

Well it is one way to find out who the rats are. I am impatient too, but the rest of the world is removing the

deep state players. The G7 countries are slower, we are more badly infested and people more asleep. But

Russia has moved to gold backed currency and many countries are joining BRICs. The Ukraine war is

won. We see Brazil protesting the stolen election … so can we really ask ourselves to believe that the US
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military are the most cowardly and corrupt and inept in the whole world?! That they are nothing but a

bunch of pu$$ies?! Yellow-bellied cowards?! I just find this very hard to believe. and yes clearly there is a

big faction that is, we see that.. but the best of them are cowards? I refuse to believe it. Maybe I’ve watched

too many Hollywood movies, but we here are the descendents of freedom seekers and fighters the world

over and I just can’t conlude that yet. We will prevail. Our military will prove themselves to be the heroes

of the world not the cowards of the world…

CeeCee: Maybe the junior officers will take over…the ones who’ve not yet had their first adrenochrome

shot.

could be, but I think some of the generals here, there seem to be a few, maybe haven’t had a shot…or

maybe they had it and then rethought it, that’s surely above my pay grade. I understand a lot of the top

brass are vermin. but not all. Hey that’s why it’s so hard, many of them were child molesters. but I believe

not a hundred percent.

I agree … I wanted to believe the white hats, but their action or inaction speaks volumes. If I don’t see

some kind of action by Wednesday it will be obvious they are using the carrot on the stick with this BS

investigation.

We are seeing and hearing hard evidence of fraud, but they can’t? They have to investigate? Really? And

then they are saying IF they find something like they are not sure!!! Really?

Time for these assholes to come clean to the public … they time has run out.

Was anticipating different news. Headline: Eric Holder arrested by fast & furious special forces.

Better yet: Chuck Schumer arrested in adhesion to 23,500 illicit procured handguns.

Larry Silverstein arrest overdue; where’s Larry?

Exactly. How is chuck s. re-elected. I’ve seen pics of him on pedo island with a child. How is he still

walking around.. Seems like cherry picking is going on here..

have you considered the Chuck you see is NOT the real Chuck but a clone, an actor with a mask ? NO, you

would rather sit and complain about nothing being done as that does not require you to actively seek out

the truth.

The USA has become the joke of the world, an embarrassment to its citizens, and the clowns in the illegal

Biden administration need to be executed for treason. Deport the millions of illegal border crossers at

their expense. Open borders, rigged elections, starting wars and sending billions to Ukraine to cover the

bio weapons’ labs the US created for WEF depopulation agenda. Forcing population poisoning to work but

worse for children to go to school. Then they have MSM lie to the people about all of it. This insanity is

doing the same thing expecting a different result- believing in the elections after 2020 proved fraud and

no accountability.

This literally makes me sick to my stomach!! Whenever we find the ‘men in suits’, EXECUTE them!!! I’m

tired of this BS!

Its time for the American people to mostly peacefully protest if you are not willing to fight for it dont bitch

about having your voice and your constitutional rights being taken away. We the people have a right and a

duty to remove any and all selected or elected officials who no longer follow the constitution or work on

behalf of the American people

No offense, Rose Mary Abbott and Brother Michael Baxter. Talking about it seems what a typical Texan

normally does. I am a SE Texan mind you and I believe that patient endurance attains all things. Christ

said that lawlessness will abound on earth until he returns. Point being, there is nothing new under the

sun. Lord help us we pray.
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Because they don’t what to do anything about it. Both parties what to keep the fraud machine intact and it

looks like the white hats feel the same way do to their lack of action. But don’t worry they are investigating

just like with 2020.

Well, it’s a start…to the investigation…over something that has been going on for a very long time. Keep us

posted!

Illegal voted in Colorado have been going on for the last 20 years, not a surprise since all the people here

(donkey and libtard) to include Rhino businesses are agreed to it… nothing ever happened to these

bastards since they are protected by so many institutions..

why this was a surprise to the white hat military now?

It’s not … they are just pretending it is to keep us following the carrot on the stick. They have to investigate

you know … and IF they find something … obviously they are not sure … they may take action … maybe.

Q: Nothing to see here. Btw, Colorado is one of 14 states where The National Guard Cybersecurity task

force was deployed. This article could be a confirmation of what the guard found and has irrefutable proof.

Lord help us.

Hey, Del. If you want to really flip out, listen to Jaco trash Trump and snuggle up to desantis. It’s the video

one hour 3 minutes from today. Maybe I no longer wonder how a 62-year old man can have that youthful

blush of springtime. The dude needs an audit and a blood test.

You notice that the Florida governor’s race did not appear to be interfered with at all, & MSM lauded him

as if one of their own. These things have not gotten past either military nor patriots. DeSantis remains

deep state until proven otherwise. Let’s see.

You notice how another Hurricane was sent to Florida? I find this to be highly suspect, I believe this is

weather manipulation.

I already heard someone else trash Trump at infinitum and praise deep state deSatanas. Really disgusting

rant, made me sick. Never again will I listen to such garbage, especially since Trump is a Christian and has

done more to lock up the paedophile networks and save the kids and human trafficking victims than any

president in history.

If he is known for only one thing to Make America Great Again, it’s that.

 
Along with the rebuilding the economy not once but twice, bringing back businesses and jobs, military,

Space Force, working with Putin, shelving the Iran nuclear deal, defending the unborn, calling for a ban

on late-term abortions, standing up to Xi, standing up to Putin, nailing Poroshenko and Zelensky and

Jovanovich with the goods, building the wall, signing an EO demanding hospitals care for premature

newborns and not let them die or face penalties, working with the military to punish Noname and GHWB,

doing FOUR peace accords with Israel, protecting Christianity, putting conservatives on the SCOTUS to

undo Roe v. Wade, cutting drug prices for seniors, and more.

 
He is not half bad IMV.

 
He even tried to define marriage as between one man and one woman via a strongly-worded EO, but

Ivanka and Jared interfered with that; he put the EO through anyway. When I went online to see the

document in the WH archives and on National File, it disappeared.

 
404.

 
Biden had that destroyed, because he supports the LGBTIQ and sex changes for kids. and gay marriage

which both he and Kamala Harris have EACH performed on record and on video before the 2020 steal.

And let’s not forget Ivanka wanted to run for political office after the 2020 steal and attend Biden’s

inauguration but Trump said that was a bad idea.

 
Imagine Ivanka attending the usurpation ceremony of her father’s enemy in 2021, and a known

paedophile with properties in Ukraine to engage in his depravities with kids? Putin had reason to seize

those properties and save the kids.
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She attended the funeral of Noname, who protected paedophiles in his home state of Arizona, worked to

protect them with the kelp of fellow Senator Jeff Flake in Arizona, who refused to run again in 2020 after

Brett Kavanaugh was confirmed as SCOTUS after a fierce fight in the Senate, and who did business with

paedophiles in Ukraine and the Middle East, who deposited money in a bank along with John Kerry after

a trip to Afghanistan, proof of which Vladimir Putin has in his possession ready to reveal to anyone who

asks for it.

 
Those Ukraine and Middle East deals NoName did possibly involved paedophile networks for Joe and

Hunter Biden in Ukraine, and child marriages to wealthy polygamists in Syria and other places, with

Noname was helped with Graham doing the busine$$ end of the deals.

 
Ivanka gets aninvite to NoName funeral with Jared because she said some nice words about Noname, and

gets invited over loyal daughter Meghan McCain’s vehement objections because she hates Trump for

fighting with NoName?

 
Plus, according to Byrne, stealing $100,000,000.00 of Trump’s legal defense fund worth

$300,000,000.00 specially fundraised for the election fraud cases, when both she and Jared are worth

over $800,000,000.00 together, and she has plenty of money on her own to run for office? Why take her

dad’s money? That’s not her money to take.

 
I don’t see her running, and I did not see her name one the ballot this past election. What happened?

These fraud schemes need to be identified,

 
and traced back to the source.

Then invalidate the election.

Have the military run another election

 
with paper ballots counted by hand.

No more software manipulation.

Encode everything into FPGA and ASIC. No more software, all the logic should be in hardware.

We need to go back to paper ballots, screw these computer voting machines and have real ID.

That is what I thought the Insurrection ACT was all about, but I guess we are not at that stage just yet.

Maybe.

We seem to be under a mild form of Martial Law.

 
They are not telling us much, so we are not too sure.

I’ve heard that and my dots do seem to connect that way. I know the road out front cannot support an M1

tank so then I’d settle for an M1113 “armored security vehicle.” And I do mean that.

That was their evil plan all along… add some hefty violence and senseless murder and that was their

playbook.

Luckily for us, the white hats have all the evidence of the steal

I just heard the EAS and the military presence may not be as widespread as we first thought. The military I

can understand but the entire point of the EAS is for people to become educated quickly.

Most likely over ten million Illegal Aliens have poured in and been seeded all over our interior so far in the

last year and ten months.Irreparable damage is being allowed daily.These high ranking supposedly

military think tankers either don’t know how or are incompetent at making war with our

Marxist/Statist/Humanist enemies.

I don’t understand the way some states/counties vote. In my county, you must have proof of where you

live, sign your name which is compared to the signature when you registered to vote in your county, and

have an identification with picture (with a hologram) when you vote..preferably a license. If you move, you
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must let the county know with proof of your new address. Voting should have the same requirements

nation wide. As in Colorado, it appears anyone can vote with little requirements. Sad state we’re in.

Last edited 1 day ago by PatriotGal

Enough of this crap already. This is country is irrevocably broken. The Constitution no longer works. If

there really are White Hats (which many of us doubt) it’s time for them to take a stand and seize control

and round up everyone involved in the demise of the United States. Every member of the military takes a

sacred oath to defend the Constitution of the US again all enemies foreign and domestic, not a President,

Governor or political party. If General Berger is supposedly this super patriot leader it’s time long overdue

for him and his military to live up to that oath he and they took. Fortunately we still live in a country

where the people have the right and capability to defend their country. Once the military rises up to save

America the people will gladly fall in behind to support their efforts. The time to save America is now.

Well said, I agree with all you said, the time is now to save our country of what is left of it.

So what, the evidence speaks for itself, is what Bill Clinton just said to a reporter who asked him point

blank about Epstein Island trips, Clinton smiled at him and you could see the smile in his eyes, he said the

evidence speaks for itself. He knew you had evidence and NOTHING would be done about it. Not by the

end of his life time anyway, he was looking a bit old.

This is further evidence that someone poisoned WJC in his cell at dinnertime at GITMO.. A family

member wanted revenge, so they snuck the poison into the kitchen to put in his food.

 
THEY NEVER SHOULD HAVE HURT THE KIDS!!

Hernandez is most likely in some witness protection capacity, by JAG or the White Hats.

I hope you are right about him being in a protection capacity. As of now Hernandez can be use to get these

two traitors which will lead to more possible arrests of many, hey at least it’s a start.

The IDs he was holding have RFID chips, the White Hats, US Special forces should be able to track , locate

and Identify where those IDs have been moving to, this all performed by satellite. You can figure the rest

out.

“… we need more proof to prove this is a widespread, systemic issue, …” Who is it, that, ‘has it all,’ then?

Can’t even keep your fucking bullshit straight. That’s a bad sign. Here’s what’s going to happen then,

because you all are playing fuck-fuck games, and psy-op dipshitery: the cheat will succeed, and when the

military finally decides to move in, they will be declared traitors, and Americans WILL oppose them, with

bullets, because they ARE brainwashed zombie fucktards. Complete breakdown of ALL civil

infrastructure. Anyone with a uniform will become the enemy, in the eyes of the populace, because BOTH

‘sides,’ lied to them; i.e. “Take the vaccine. It’s good. I took it. No, no, that’s okay … You got your freedoms.

[for now]” and, “It’s safe and effective. You won’t get it, if you’ve had the vaccine.” BOTH SIDES!!! Are you

really so fucking stupid, ‘Generals,’ that you can’t see you’re being played? Snap the fuck out of it. You

have discernment, USE IT!!! Trust the plan huh? “We’d all love to see the plan …,” an old Beatles song

reference, but I would hope you could understand the inference. If you don’t act, America will die. If you

don’t think so, ask yourself this: What would happen if the military has to fight American civilians as well

as the shills? Has America made any enemies in the last 50 years or so? I would say you have less than

three days to prevent this steal of ANOTHER election, before the minds of the people become ‘cemented,’

into accepting the fraud as another, ‘safe and secure election.’ It’s not about pride. It’s not about chain-of-

fucking-command. It’s not about politics. In the final analysis it boils down to this precipitate: Are you

willing to risk EVERYTHING for what you KNOW is the right thing to do? If the answer to that is not an

immediate and emphatic YES, then we have already lost, and America will end, because the Hearts of its

Patriots were chained by laws and procedures, vain hopes, and ill-informed beliefs. The original

Revolutionaries were not concerned with, ‘waking up the sheep,’ of their time. THEY ACTED!!! The

‘reasons,’ why you failed to act will be forgotten by the victors, when THEY write the history. Your

cowardice shames us all!!!
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No. Not MAGA. Guess you didn’t read what I wrote. BOTH sides are controlled opposition for each other,

herding the cattle into the slaughter pens. Community, on the local level, where your voice actually

matters. CITIZEN police forces with oversight of the Executive branch. CITIZEN armed monitoring of

elections, ENSURING fairness, at the price of lives, if need be. NOT MAGA, a national level organization

that has been just Hoovering up the donated dollars, for …? Where your voice is completely lost, but you

still feel, ‘part of something.’ COMMUNITY level involvement. D’uh!

THERE IS NO WAKING UP THE SHEEP. NOT AFTER THE SHOTS. GET ON WITH IT.

Instead of kissing the toad , try licking the toad, Let us know how that works out for you?

I posted before that Trump and the military were in violation to their oath to the Constitution by allowing

the 2020 fraud to go through. The Trumpers would get mad. Now they are doing the exact same thing they

did 2 years ago. Telling us they are investigating and putting the carrot on the stick without taking any real

action which is criminal.

If people do become violent in the streets the so called white hats are to blame due to their lack of action.

What makes you think people have not already been taking action , doing things? Why would they expose

their actions and operations to YOU? Are you FBI? Are you DHS ? Are you IDF ? Are you a Chinese GOOK

infiltrator? Are you gay and looking for a one-nighter hook -up to satisfy your degenerate sexual desires

and cravings? Inquiring minds want to know more……..about you. You get it , don’t you? How often? And

where?

Hi Michael,

This is what you wrote in your article from September 18 2022:

“If the Deep State Democrats cheat their way to victory in the November midterms, President Donald J.

Trump will implore the U.S. military to trigger the Emergency Alert System (EAS), White Hat sources told

Real Raw News.”

Any update on this matter?

MB may not even read it – at RRN your memory shouldn’t longer than 10 days otherwise you will be

disappointed.

Well the cheating occurred 2 days ago , and BALLOTS are still being counted, so hold your horses Aoratos,

this may still take a week or two, maybe three. Or check with Juan O Savin no doubt he has dates for shit

going all the way till the next millennium, No just kidding, don’t listen to that cowboy boot – wearing

asshole

The fact it takes that long is proof of fraud. The military is telling us they are investigating to make it look

like they are doing something when they are not.

It’s NOT proof of anything. You are a FRAMER, you are attempting to FRAME realities, foment narratives

where there are NONE.

BS … We use to know the results of the election THE NEXT DAY before they started stealing them. If a

“FRAMER” points out the obvious then yes I’m a “FRAMER”. The FACT is the election was stolen …

AGAIN! You apparently can’t see the forest through the trees.

I listen to Juan O Savin too and other Patriots for news that I won’t get from the corrupted bought

mainstream fake news.

I understand, but you need to realize some of those folks are peddling bs , for any reason that fits their

shtick , some sell products, which is Ok, they are entitled to make a living , especially for time , energy ,

expense of their efforts , work , research and abilities. And still other are just selling products and others
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are trolls, disinformation agents , some are misinformation agents. You , WE all have to use discernment

to the best of our abilities. As for Savin , all I see are cowboy boots.

We only have 16 losses. President Trump is very happy with the outcome. We won big. 219 wins.

We won NOTHING as long as the fraud machines and the people behind the fraud remain in place. How

the hell can you be happy?

This place is becoming mundane and boring – where’s Buck?

check please!

He’s there, in one of your other 15 alters. Try to remember your trigger for buck?

That’s was the carrot on the stick. The EAS would have been activated by now it they were serious.

 
I bet we could check out MB past reports and find a lot of inconsistencies.

I would never understand why this election was allowed to go on. Seems to me the E.B.S would have made

sense and tell the world we had outside interfering. I’m sure they’re plan is better..

And this is why people have given up hope and don’t bother voting. I hear it all the time, “why bother

voting, they just steal our vote anyway, what’s the point?”

 
Something has to be done to stop these people. Either by the military, or We The People!

 
This corruption has to end!!

We will soon be getting lectured by Venezuela for our lack of morals all because of our love of lies and the

way we have all tossed Yah/god to the curb.

Yeah , now how can that be legal, a dead man can’t hold office, swear an oath or any of that shit. By default

that race should go to the next candidate that has the most votes , either a Republican or Libertarian or

who ever was in that race. I seems they , the establishment is content with running a dead man because

they know with the cheating ops they have in place, let the dead man win and then the Democrat or

establishment politician in the Governor’s office can appoint the Democrat of their choice, that is

RACKETEERING and Gaming, this CANNOT STAND. But that is PENN STATE, they elect brain damaged

stroke victims that are proxies for MARXIST – COMMUNISTS from Brazil to hold office in the US Senate.

If the White Hats and Trump let this stand……..well then they are not worth a FUCK. Yeah , I said it, they

are NOT WORTH A FUCK, if they let this BS stand. BUT WE SHALL SEE.

Come on White Hats, when are these mass arrests gonna take place? You’ve already got the GO signal!!

They could make the arrests , but with NO CASH BAIL, they just said fuck it and lost interest.

NO , Hernandez had three bogus I.D. you can figure the rest of it, Ed, you can right?

He was jipped, this loser only got $500 and georgie zoros. foot soldiers pocketed the rest.

The Deep State was going after Boebert. They’ve also tried at least two drop and rolls on the count so far.

I knew her when she was an escort. She is dumb as a bag of hammers but can suck the chrome off a

bumper.

why pollsters where people go to vote donot check ID? if its false-arrest them,they said will be lots of

republicans sitting there and checking,if this case in colorado-will be much more in every state .the same

old story,counting machine breaks…then after some time many new bulletins appear from nowhere ,,and

demos win…the same old good method ,but military and white hats do nothing and this continues…why to

bother then at all if voting fraud continues??results will be the same

So…

 
Who cares! You people just do not get it. White Hats versus Black hats. Not true.

 
“Order of the Dragon” wanted half of the power.
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Can I have some First Amendment protection, too, Mr. Baxter? Free Speech and Alternative Media

are under attack by the Deep State.

I think about this often. Both can swim, detect each other, and are at the top of their respective food chain.

The tiger would likely be at a slight advantage in a fight between a polar bear and a Siberian tiger. Thanks

to its superior attack strength and versatility, the Siberian tiger will emerge victoriously, but it would be

close.

Either put this illegal in jail or deport his Ass back to his third world shit hole country. These illegals

voting are helping to destroy our country. I have a friend who married 20 years ago a woman from Peru

and he told me that she and her whole family which is many all voted for Biden. These foreigners are anti

America and they come here to vote for the socialist crap they they left their own country and it is

sickening.

Lots of marxists in Peru, they have not had any success in Peru , so they and the marxist – communist in

Brazil are going to give it a go with their comrades in the USA , establishment dems , republicans, marixist

– communists , zionist jews , satanist jews, and numerous other assorted degenerate , deranged lowlifes.

Well said, I for one do not like ignorant Hispanics especially foreigners who do not understand the

damage they are doing to our country.

Back in 2016 on election day in a Blue State I was standing in line to vote for Trump. I was in between two

Hispanics foreign ladies, one lady had just became a citizen and she was proud to vote for the first time.

She said I am voting for Hillary and I said I am voting for Trump and the other Hispanic lady who was in

front of me turned around and made a vomiting gestured, I ignored her and all conversation stop. This is

the kind of BS we are dealing with, most of these foreigners do not assimilate nor speak English after

being here for years but are supporting those who are destroying this great country.

That lady who made the vomit gesture did not know at the time — or perhaps did not hear about —

Hillary’s involvement with the Illuminati, paedophilia, the email server, Benghazi, Pizzagate/Pedogate,

the FBI coverup, the NYPD investigation, the tarmac interview, the Weiner laptop and her association

with Epstein. And if she did know and did not care, and voted for Hillary anyway, she is reaping the

benefits of the deep state corruption with the Biden regime. Sher owes you gas money and food money.

Up here back in the 2020 election.. had a Trump 2020 sticker on the vehicle.

Car passes by me on the left and a 10–12-year-old girl gives me the thumbs down sitting in the front

passenger side beside her Mother I guess.

Where did the young girl get the knowledge or point of view to know what President Trump was about?

Mother and the radio/lamestream media I guess.

It sounds to me the mother of this young girl is stupid. I wonder how she feels now? high gas prices, high

food prices, open borders and high inflation. Some people learn the hard way.

Yeah these two Latina’s made a sandwich out of you, but you did not let them take a bite, you maintained

your conscience and voted for your party, You did not roll over, you stood your ground, THIS IS WHAT

MATTERS. You did good. You might have done better if you took them home and taught them the proper

way to speak merican, then let them teach you spanglish. See where it goes from there, tacos , burritos to

BBQ and apple pie. Then in time you will have them doing the goose- step to the Star Spangled Banner.

Mr. Baxter, do you remember this “line” from the old movie Casablanca: “I am shocked, shocked to find

that gambling is going on in here!” Why is it that your dialoge sounds like that? Your sources DO know

that we are in a war to free an enslaved world, don’t they? Your sources HAVE HEARD of the Cabal of

Globalists and world-wide crime families, haven’t they? Then ‘splain this one to me, ““We don’t believe

this is an isolated incident. But we need more proof to prove this is a widespread, systemic issue.” Why
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does this have the sound of a man who just fell off the back of a watermelon truck? This theft is not being

done with a lock pick; it is being done with a backhoe. Sinerely, your friend and fellow traveller,

WrongWayCorrigan [wwg1wga]

The big problem nobody is addressing (except for Carlson on Fox) is the electronic voting machines, the

hackable software and firmware. These must be banned and destroyed and never used again; this is how

the process was subverted – that and drop-off ballots. Communism has been systematically installed

county by county around the country. The public who are awake saw the results of this infiltration

beginning in March 2020 when the Covid19 hoax and scheme was rolled out. To this day, the fatalities

from coronoavirus / covid in California are still only a miniscule 0.246% as of November 10, 2022 – a full

two and three-quarter years downstream. This small percentage is TWO orders of magnitude from

qualifying as a true pandemic in the traditional history of pandemics. We were told Covid was a global

health crisis, but the survival rate across all age groups is 99.96%. Despite this readily available

information, we still see people driving with masks on, wearing masks in stores etc. These uninformed

fools don’t understand that masks don’t block viruses, which range in size from 25 nanometers to 400

nanometers and float straight through paper and cloths masks as well as N95 masks.

I had Covid or should I say a bad case of the flu and so did my 95 year old mother and we survived with no

clot shots. I was sick for over a week and did not go to any hospitals because I was paying attention to

what these criminals were doing killing innocent people with Dr. Fraucie deadly protocol calls.

My next door neighbor and his brainwashed wife both got the jab twice and he fell ill went to the hospital

and in the hospital they administered Remdesivir then sent him home to died, I warned him not to be put

on the ventilator. He had the flu and had he stay in his home he would have been fine but now he is dead.

I felt bad for the man, its too bad that there are people who are clueless and believes the lies of the main

stream news.

If they do not know any different, the msm at least 90+ percent of it is establishment inbred , zionist jew

controlled, how do they learn anything different, this is the PRIMARY REASON for total and near total

control of media , are you getting an understanding yet? So if you can point these folks to other sources of

information , news and books that are not on the NYTs best sellers list or published by compromised and

controlled zionist jew publishers.

You have missed something.

It is the LEGAL system that runs the United States.

 
It always has.

The courts do not allow the software vote counting to be examined,

 
. . . because it is “proprietary”.

How about that?

We don’t want our enemy tricks to be uncovered, do we?

The BAR Association is controlled by the British Crown, and Vatican.

 
British Admiralty Registrar.

Judges swear an oath of allegiance to the British Monarch.

This is TREASON, my friend.

Until the BAR Association is removed, and faces Tribunal,

 
we cannot expect our civilian courts to come up with something good.

 
They are worthless.
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Lawyers , attorneys , Law schools are the NEXUS for ALL that is WRONG , FAILING , CORRUPT and

COMPROMISED in this Nation , the Planet , and HUMANITY, this resulting in the heinous mess and

situation WE are ALL EXPERIENCING TODAY. You made a GREAT POST , THANK YOU !

same with WA STATE.. commie dems SWEEP so disgusting.. many elected officials born in India..

HIVISA’s swamp the area.. 4 languages written on ballots and drop boxes.. Chinese, and 3 others.. what a

joke.. Sanctuary hellhole.. refugees everywhere.. nobody speaks English.. INVASION.. COLONIZATION of

“others”.. CRT in schools.. crime rampant.. drugs everywhere.. schools SUCK.. DEI rules.. Mail in ONLY

voting cheats.. no term limit MAFIA rules.. Property taxes RAPE Middle Class to pass for massive influx of

3rd world parasits.. islamic invasion..

Tyto „volby“ všem ukážou, jak naprosto zkorumpovaná je civilní 

 
vláda a jak armáda bude muset převzít kontrolu 

 
a nechat ručně spočítat papírové hlasovací lístky.

Armáda použila při volbách v roce 2020 hlasovací lístky s vodoznakem, 

 
díky nimž Trump získal více než 80 % hlasů ve všech 50 státech.

Státy Washington před lety uzavřely volební místnosti 

 
a vše je zmanipulované.

Když republikán vyhrál guvernéra, 

 
stále 

 
znovu a znovu počítali hlasovací lístky, 

 
dokud demokrat „nevyhrál“.

 

 


